2021-12-09 Minutes

Attending: Stefano A., Didier F-B, Francesca P., Petr S.

Apologies:

Agenda:
- webpage
- newsletter
- pedagogic activities
- AOB

Webpages (Didier)
https://www.iau.org/science/scientific_bodies/commissions/B3/
https://www.iau.org/science/scientific_bodies/commissions/B3/info/

Will be updated with links in two weeks. Any additional suggestions for the tab ‘Useful resources’ will be appreciated.

Action for all: find an image passing the idea of astrostatistics and astroinformatics. Possibility: open a competition, open to all members, for preparing an image that passes this idea, merging astronomy, statistics and data science (as already done for IAA). It may be a static image or anything more complex.

Newsletter

Status?

Pedagogic activities

No info.

AOB

Nothing more to discuss.

IAU-IAA Seminar webpage:
https://sites.google.com/view/iau-iaa-seminar